
The Automotion®

Advantage 

Conveyor Solutions

Backed by 40 years of experience, Automotion® 

conveyor and sortation offerings consistently provide a 
wide range of features which meet the evolving needs 
of fast paced distribution center environments. With a 
clear commitment to developing products that rou-
tinely excel in a 24/7 operation, these durable con-
veyor and sortation products have been built to deliver 
high performance and exceed expectations, with low 
maintenance requirements. 

The Automotion® conveyor and sortation line is useful 
in various applications and provide for specific needs. 
In fact, the AutoRoll+™, run-on-demand, motor driven 
roller conveyor was developed specifically to meet the 
heightened requirements for sustainability in the ware-
house.  AutoRoll+™, and the new high speed shoe 
sorter, the AS20, are perfect additions to the distribu-
tion center requiring safe, quiet, and highly efficient 
conveying and sortation solutions.

Proven Quality
Features

Durable construction
• Heavy 10ga frame
• Long life bearings & materials
• Two year standard warranty

Quiet, energy efficient operation
•  Noise cancelling axle isolators
•  ABEC-1 precision bearings
•  Direct drive motors provide maximum  
  energy and minimum noise
•  V-Belt slave options reduce motor count
•  Power saving 24 volt run-on-demand 
  AutoRoll+ ™

Protective powder coating
•  Hard, baked on finish
•  Excellent anti-corrosion properties
•  Resistant to chemicals and chipping
•  Full coverage of edges
•  Durable mechanical properties - elasticity, 
  hardness, impact resistance
•  Patented anti-static additive
•  Environmentally friendly application and 
  curing process - no volatile organic 
  compound emissions
•  Virtually hundreds of colors available -  
  gray and beige standard
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Post Sale
Support

System
Components

Conveyor Products
• AutoRoll+™ 24V MDR
     accumulation - level, incline and decline

     transportation - level, incline and decline

     curves, merges and diverts

     controlled flow gravity declines

• Belt driven live roller
     accumulation and transportation

• V-Belt driven live roller
     curves and straights

• Belt conveyor
     slider bed and roller bed

• Gravity roller conveyor

Sortation Products
• Shoe sorters
     Up to 250+ CPM, positive divert

• Arm sorters reliably divert mixed product
     bow arm, trap arm, flat face arm

• MultiBelt sorters
     30° pop-up wheel and 90° pop-up roller

• AutoRoll+™ 24V MDR sorters
     30° divert 

  90° bi-directional right angle transfer

• Right angle pusher for high density diverts

The client experience is important to us, and enhanced by the assignment of a Customer Service 
Representative (CSR) to each project. The CSR becomes an advocate who ensures that every project is 
successful by reviewing each order and system layout prior to manufacturing. Throughout the process, 
the CSR continues to work with each of their clients, handling any project updates and presenting future 
product information and training opportunities.

Automotion® conveyor and sortation equipment routinely provides trouble-free service. As a result, it 
proudly carries a 2 year warranty. Should technical expertise be required, field technicians are always 
available to assist with high speed sorter installation and system start-up, as well as for conducting on-
site maintenance audits and training.

automotionconveyors.com


